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"Finally, a complete and comprehensive book on weddings! I love it!"--Preston Bailey"Mindy
Weiss is a legend in the field of even planning. Her infectious enthusiasm and excellent taste
make her a pleasure to work with. We love her."--floral designer Mark Held"Mindy was like a fairy
godmother! She kept a clear head and could still get excited about the tiny details."--actress
Kate Beckinsale and director Len Wiseman"Mindy's smart and unique menu tips will help make
your wedding an unforgettable experience."--restaranteur Wolfgang PuckFrom the Back
CoverThe Idea Book.The How-To Book.The Everything Book.Here's the book to lend a hand.
The book to help bring your dreams to life. The book that helps you sew up all the details that go
into planning a great wedding, no matter how big or small your budget, no matter your age,
religion, location, or vision. The Wedding Book is:• Your fashion consultant, menu planner,
etiquette expert, and floral designer.• An insider source for budget-stretching tips and contract
negotiation.• A shoulder to lean on when sticky family issues come up.• A stylish friend to bring
along on dress shopping trips.Whatever the subject—cakes, stationary, lingerie, tents,
insurance, port-a-potties, party favors, the toasts, looking great in photos, tipping, or thank-you
notes—The Wedding Book has the answer. Includes lists, schedules, budgeting tools, and
timelines.About the AuthorMindy Weiss is one of the most sought-after party planners in the
country, working with celebrities including Ellen DeGeneres, Sofia Vergara, and Channing
Tatum. She is regularly featured in magazines and newspapers including People, US Weekly,
The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and The Los Angeles Times. She is also the
author of The Wedding Planner and Organizer and The Baby Keepsake Book and Planner. She
lives in Los Angeles and online at mindyweiss.com.Lisbeth Levine is a contributing editor for
InStyle Weddings. She lives in Chicago.Read more
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The Complete Mother of the Groom: How to be Graceful, Helpful and Happy During This Special
Time The Everything Groom Book: A survival guide for men!
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vana conspiciunt, “Very Comprehensive Guide.. I got this book for my mom. She found it very
informative, albeit a little over the top at times. I only gave it 4 starts because there are several
parts that cater to a more old fashion sense of weddings. (i.e teas with the grooms family, ect.)
Overall, its a good book to read, and if you take the over the top sections with a laugh, its also a
very amusing read. My mom loved having this guide for my brother's wedding.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book! I wasn't invited to help very much .... Great book! I wasn't
invited to help very much with the wedding of my son and his fiance though, so it pretty much
showed me everything to expect and that's what I really needed the book for the most. My new
daughter-in-law planned her own wedding and did a gorgeous job all on her own. I did the same
with mine, so I understood. The book really does cover everything you need to know. I ranted
on the book so much, the Bride's Mother bought the Mother of the Bride book lol.”

Wanda K., “Great book!. This is a little book packed with great information for mothers of the
groom including everything you need to know, including what the groom's family is traditionally
responsible for covering, how to plan the rehearsal dinner, and how to coordinate wedding attire
with the mother of the bride.  Very helpful.”

Shayna, “Great book!!. I bought this book for my soon to be mother-in-law and she loved it!
Coming from a family that has only had weddings at the Justice of the Peace, my future MIL said
this book was just amazing, hits all the important parts of a wedding, and offers great insights
and suggestions! This is a must for any future mother-in-law!”

Teri Lemke, “MOTHER OF THE GROOM. This book is right to the point. I wasn't to excited in the
beginning of being the mother of the groom. They don't have a lot of play in everything. But
reading this book has explained alot to me. I feel better if I don't get included in some of the
planning. After all it is their wedding. I am excited for them to start their new life together and will
just sit back and enjoy the ride.........”

Marie, “It is very informative and gives great insight. Aside from the obvious that I already .... I
read this book 5 years ago when my son was getting married. My daughter is engaged, so, I
bought it for her to give to her future mother-in-law. It is very informative and gives great insight.
Aside from the obvious that I already knew, there are many things I learned from this book.”

ADELE, “but some useful. A bit dated, but some useful info”

gloria galugbo, “the mother of the groom. very good book I truly enjoy reading it, quiet
informative, and I will recommend it to any one to read it”



The book by Sharon Naylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 101 people have provided feedback.
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